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The magneti properties of Co (< D >= 15 nm, < L >= 130 nm) nanowires are reported. In
oxidized wires, we measure large exhange bias elds of the order of 0.1 T below T ∼ 100 K. The
onset of the exhange bias, between the ferromagneti ore and the anti-ferromagneti CoO shell,
is aompanied by a oerivity drop of 0.2 T whih leads to a minimum in oerivity at ∼ 100 K.
Magnetization relaxation measurements show a temperature dependene of the magneti visosity S
whih is onsistent with a volume distribution of the CoO grains at the surfae. We propose that the
superparamagneti utuations of the anti-ferromagneti CoO shell play a key role in the ipping
of the nanowire magnetization and explain the oerivity drop. This is supported by miromagneti
simulations. This behavior is spei to the geometry of a 1D system whih possesses a large shape
anisotropy and was not previously observed in 0D (spheres) or 2D (thin lms) systems whih have
a high degree of symmetry and low oerivities. This study underlines the importane of the AFM
super-paramagneti utuations in the exhange bias mehanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magneti nanowires are of prime interest both sien-
tially and for appliations in the nanotehnology in-
dustry (in magneti memories [1℄, in magneti reording
media [2℄, in sensors [3℄ or in mirowave devies [4℄). The
magneti properties of nanowires are essentially governed
by the very strong shape anisotropy giving rise to high
oerive elds whih may have appliations for perma-
nent magnets fabriation [5℄. Exhange-biased systems
like FM/AFM layers or ore/shell FM/AFM spherial
partiles are haraterized by the Néel temperature TN ,
orresponding to the ordering of the antiferromagneti
layer, and the bloking temperature TEB orresponding
to the apparition of the exhange bias eld HEB, usu-
ally lower than TN [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. Most of the reent
studies of the exhange bias mehanism have been per-
formed on thin lm systems [7, 8, 9, 11℄ sine they per-
mit a good ontrol of the thikness and textures and the
temperature dependene of the exhange eld HEB has
been extensively studied [8, 12℄. On the other hand, the
temperature dependene of the oerivity is studied al-
though it an exhibit a variety of behaviors depending on
∗
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the anisotropy of the AFM layer [8℄. Atually, it an be
diult to study the temperature dependene of the o-
erivity due to the mirostrutured harater of the ma-
terial [8℄. However, it has been shown that, in the ase
of exhange-biased systems whose AFM layer exhibits a
small anisotropy, a oerivity peak an arise around the
bloking temperature [8℄. In this artile, we disuss the
exhange bias properties of Co nanowires with large o-
erive elds, mainly due to the 1D geometry [5℄ , and
show that this 1D harater leads to a spei exhange
bias behavior, in onnetion with the superparamagneti
relaxation of the CoO grains present at the surfae of
the nanowires. The paper is organized as follows: in
Setion II, we present the magneti nanowires. Setion
III gives the experimental results obtained from mag-
netometry measurements. The experimental results are
disussed in Setion IV. Miromagneti simulations are
presented in Setion V.
II. MAGNETIC NANOWIRES
Co nanowires [13℄ have been synthesized by redu-
tion in liquid polyol [14, 15℄. Transmission Eletron Mi-
rosopy (TEM) shows Co nanowires with a mean diam-
eter < D > of 15 nm and a mean length < L > of 130 nm
(see Fig. 1). The standard deviation on the diameter dis-
2Figure 1: TEM image of Co nanowires[13℄.
tribution σd is small (∼ 10%). The length distribution
is broader with a standard deviation σL ∼ 20%. The
nanowires are well preserved from oxidation as long as
they remain in their polyol solution. In order to perform
magneti haraterizations, the nanowires are olleted
by entrifugation and washed several times with ethanol.
In this ase, the wires oxidize at their surfae [14, 15℄.
After a few weeks the system reahes a stable magneti
state via a passivation mehanism [16, 17℄.
High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and X-ray diration
show very well rystallized wires in the metalli hp phase
with the rystallographi -axis parallel to the wires axis
(see Fig. 2). The HRTEM image presented on Fig. 2
shows a wire with a mean diameter of 13 nm that on-
sists of a ore of metalli obalt oated by a thin oxide
layer of CoO. The diration pattern alulated from the
image of the Co ore was indexed as the [1120] zone axis
of the hp struture showing that the -axis is parallel to
the wire axis. The ore is nearly single rystal, only few
staking faults diuse lines are observed perpendiular
to the [0002] diretion. The CoO oxide layer is ontin-
uous all over the wire edges. Its thikness inferred from
HRTEM images is estimated to 1.2± 0.1 nm on the edge
of the wires and to 1.4± 0.1 nm on the tips. Diration
patterns alulated on the edge and on the tip of the wire
are indexed as the [110] zone axis of the f struture with
two distanes of 0.212 nm and four distanes of 0.245 nm
orresponding respetively to the (002) and (111) ree-
tions of the Fm3m ubi obalt oxide CoO [18℄. The rys-
tallographi orientation relationships between the native
oxide and the metal are: CoO [110] (111) // Co [1120]
(0001) and CoO [110](110) // Co [1120] (1100) on the
tip and the edges, respetively. These relationships allow
to (i) minimize the mismath between obalt oxide and
obalt parameters on the edges: 0.212 nm and 0.202 nm
for the (200) oxide and (0002) obalt distanes, respe-
tively, and (ii) retain the hexagonal symmetry of the hp
Co (0001) plane in the CoO (111) plane on the tip. The
oxide layer appears monorystalline both on the tip and
on the edges but is globally polyrystalline beause of the
Figure 2: HRTEM image of the tip of a Co wire showing the
loal struture of the Co wire surrounded by a CoO shell (1.2
nm thikness).
dierent orientations on the wire faets. Therefore, from
the bulk measurement point of view, the CoO layer will
be onsidered as disordered and omposed of rystallites
of various sizes.
The roughness of the interfae between the Co ore
and the oxide layer is smaller than 0.5 nm showing that
we have very well dened interfaes, whih have a quality
equivalent to thin lms deposited by vauum tehniques.
Bulk CoO is an antiferromagnet (AFM) with a Néel
temperature TN = 293 K. It has been shown that CoO
layers as thin as 1 nm on oxidized Co partiles still
present AFM order lose to room temperature [17, 19℄
and that the Néel temperature in very thin epitaxial CoO
layers an even be inreased well above room tempera-
ture [10℄. In the ase of Co/CoO nanospheres, a TN of
about 235 K was reported [20℄.
We performed neutron powder diration experiments
on the G4.1 spetrometer at the Laboratoire Léon Bril-
louin in order to determine TN (see Fig. 3a). Above
TN , bulk CoO has the roksalt struture [21℄ whereas
below TN there is a small trigonal and tetragonal dis-
torsion [20, 22, 23℄. Thus bulk CoO rystal struture
beomes monolini (C2/m phase) when the antiferro-
magneti order sets in. However we indexed the peaks
following the ubi lattie diration pattern in a rst
approximation as it is usually done. At room tempera-
ture we observe the two nulear peaks (111) and (200)
at respetively 2.54 A˚−1 and 2.94 A˚−1. When the tem-
perature is lowered, three magneti peaks appear: the(
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
and
(
3
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1
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)
peaks at respetively q2,a = 1.27A˚
−1
and q2,b = 2.43A˚
−1
from the AFM-II order and the (100)
peak at q1 = 1.47 A˚
−1
from the AFM-I order. The tem-
3Figure 3: (a) Neutron diration pattern for oxidized Co
nanowires for temperatures between 50K and 300K. The CoO
peaks are indexed following the ubi lattie diration pat-
tern. The three non-indexed peaks above Q = 2.89 A˚−1 or-
respond to the Co strutural diration peaks [13℄. (b) In-
tensity of the
(
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
CoO diration peak as a funtion of
the temperature. The CoO shell orders anti-ferromagnetially
between 220 K and 250 K.
perature dependene of the AFM-II peaks intensity (see
Fig. 3b) shows that the AFM order sets in around 230 K.
This is omparable to what has been observed in Co/CoO
spherial partiles [20℄. The (100) peak of the AFM-I or-
der is barely visible. However gaussian ts of the pattern
suggest that the (100) peak appears only below 150K,
ontrary to what was observed in [20℄. Also note that
above 250 K, a very broad magneti diuse sattering is
observed around the
(
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
position suggesting that AF
orrelations already exist at higher temperatures. From
the present data, we onsider that the Néel temperature
of the CoO shell around the wires is around TN = 230
K, whih is lower than the bulk value. Using the Sher-
rer formula, the width of the
(
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
peak orresponds
to a magneti orrelation length of 1 − 2 nm. This is
in agreement with the thikness of the oxide shell. Note
that neutron diration measures an instantaneous pi-
ture of the AF ordering of the CoO shell so that it is
not sensitive to super-paramagneti utuations (slower
than 10−14 s) of the small CoO rystallites. The mea-
sured TN temperature thus does not orrespond to the
bloking temperature of the CoO rystallites.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
The nanowire powders were haraterized by SQUID
magnetometry. We onsidered 2 types of samples: (i)
non oxidized Co wires, whih were used as referene sam-
ples and kept in their butane-diol synthesis solution [24℄
and (ii) Co dried powders exposed to air, whih led to a
natural oxidation. Fig. 4 presents the evolutions of the
exhange bias eld HEB and oerive eld HC for these
systems as a funtion of temperature. In these measure-
ments, the samples were eld-ooled under 5 T and the
hysteresis yles were measured while inreasing the tem-
perature from 5 K to 300 K. The hysteresis yles have
been obtained by applying external magneti elds rang-
ing from −5 T to +5 T. The hysteresis loops are not
perfetly square, and the magnetization at remanene is
around 0.7Ms for non oxidized wires and around 0.6Ms
for oxidized wires. Two typial hysteresis yles are pre-
sented in Fig. 4a.
In the ase of non oxidized samples (triangles in Fig.
4b), no exhange bias is observed and the oerive eld
dereases monotonously from µ0Hc ∼ 0.9 T at low tem-
peratures to 0.5 T at room temperature. In the ase of
oxidized samples (irles), an exhange bias eld HEB
appears below TEB ≈ 100 K. This exhange bias eld
reahes 0.1 T at low temperatures. The most striking
feature is that the oerive eld HC dependene is not
monotonous sine the oerive eld dereases down to
a minimum at TEB, then reahes a maximum at about
200 K, and nally dereases again when reahing room
temperature. It thus appears that µ0HC is maximum
(0.6T ) at T ≈ TN ≈ 200 K. Similar results (not shown
here) were obtained on 3 dierent bathes of samples.
Below TEB, the inrease of HC with dereasing tem-
perature, along with the inrease of HEB, is in qualita-
tive agreement with previous studies [7, 8, 25, 26, 27, 28℄.
However, the fat that the oerivity goes up upon warm-
ing between TEB and TN is unexpeted. As we shall ar-
gue, this is due to the presene of superparamagneti u-
tuations of the AFM CoO grains. For elongated systems,
the main ontributions to the oerivity of the system
arise from the shape anisotropy Ksh of the wires whih
is almost temperature independent and from the Co uni-
axial magnetorystalline anisotropyKmc whih dereases
from 8×105 J/m3 at 5K down to zero at 500K [29℄. Thus
a monotonous variation of the oerive eld would be ex-
peted. We argue that our measurements unambiguously
show that the temperature behavior of the oerive eld
is related to the Exhange Bias (EB) phenomenon. The
omparison of the measurements on non-oxidized and ox-
idized Co wires (see Fig. 4b) shows that the oxidation,
and thus the EB mehanism, leads to a drop of the oer-
ivity of about 0.2 T at the bloking temperature.
To our knowledge, all reports on the Co/CoO system in
the litterature show that the oerive eld monotonously
inreases below TEB [25, 26℄. In a few reports, on some
other exhange bias systems, a maximum of the oer-
ive eld around the onset of the bloking temperature
4Figure 4: a) Typial hysteresis yles obtained from the Co
and Co/CoO nanowires. b) Temperature dependene of the
oerive eld µ0HC (open symbols) and the exhange bias
eld µ0HEB (lled symbols) for non oxidized Co (triangles)
and oxidized Co (irles) nanowires. The samples were ooled
under B = 5 T and the measurements were performed with
an inreasing temperature. The lines are guided for the eyes.
TEB is observed ([8℄ and referenes therein, [30, 31℄). We
should point out that these observations have been made
on very low oerivity systems where HC inrease is only
of a few mT and is attributed to the inrease of the AFM
anisotropy around TEB. In the present ase the eet
is in the opposite diretion sine we observe a oeriv-
ity minimum at TEB. As evidened by the temperature
dependene of HC , the AFM surfae layer modies the
ore FM magnetization up to almost TN , whih is well
above the onset of a stati exhange bias at TEB. Magne-
tization relaxation measurements have thus been arried
out to assert whether the observed exhange bias eets
is onomitant with a slowing down of the superparam-
agneti utuations of the AFM grains at the nanowire
surfae.
The magnetization relaxation was measured using
SQUID (in a permanent mode with 15 s extration time)
at small positive elds (3 mT) after saturation under 5
T (see Fig. 5a). The time deay of the magnetization
was rst tted using a phenomenologial strethed expo-
nential expression: M(t) =Mc +M0 exp (−t/τ)β , where
Mc is the magnetization at innitely long times (stati
part),M0 is the magneti moment of the utuating vol-
ume, τ is the relaxation time and β = 0.4 is a streth fa-
tor, indiative of a distribution of relaxation times in the
sample, giving the best agreement with the experimental
data . For single-size partiles, we would have β = 1.
The fat the β is far o unity is strongly indiative of a
broad size distribution. For monodispersed superparam-
agneti objets with uniaxial anisotropy K, the temper-
ature dependene of the relaxation time τ is related to
the energy barrier △E separating the two stable states
through the Arrhenius expression: τ = τ0 exp (△E/kBT )
where the energy barrier is driven by the total anisotropy
energy K and the volume V of the partiles: △E = KV .
We dene TN = 200 K, the temperature at whih the
oerive eld is maximum. As shown in Fig. 5b, the
relaxation time τ is rst very short above TN and then
inreases quikly upon dereasing temperature down to
50K where it nally levels o down to the lowest tem-
perature. The behavior of the relaxation time, hara-
terized by a progressive slowing down of the relaxation,
and the broad temperature range between TN and TEB
suggests that the CoO layer is omposed of a olletion
of anisotropi AFM grains with a broad size distribution
whih will relax with a harateristi time ontrolled by
their respetive energy barriers △E.
In the ase of a wide (almost at) distribution of
partile size and anisotropy barriers, the behavior of
the magnetization an be desribed by the relation [32℄:
M(t) = M0 − S(T ) ln (t− t0), where S(T ) is the mag-
neti visosity. This dependene is well followed in the
time range t > 100 s (see Fig. 5a). The visosity param-
eter is presented on Fig. 5. At low temperatures, the
visosity S(T ) is low beause most of grains are bloked
and thus only a very small fration of the sample an
relax. Upon, warming we observe a round maximum at
80 K and then a steady derease at higher temperatures.
The broad size distribution of the AFM grains means
that, at a given temperature, larger grains will tend to
order along the FM magnetization while smaller grains
remain superparamagneti. At low temperatures, only
the smallest grains will be superparamagneti while the
larger ones are loked into one of their stable magneti-
zation onguration; hene a longer relaxation time in
average and a smaller visosity. At high temperatures,
the global visosity of the system dereases due to the
fat only the few remaining large grains are ontributing
to the relaxation [33℄.
The visosity S(T ) is usually related to the distribu-
tion of energy barriers through S(T ) = kBTMS/△Em,T
where MS is the spontaneous magnetization of the CoO
layer and △Em,T is the mean energy barrier of the
remaining grains that still relax at a temperature T
[34, 35, 36℄. Larger grains, with higher energy barrier, are
bloked while smaller grains relax more rapidly than the
time window of the measurement. The quantity △Em,T
5Figure 5: (a) M(t)/M(t = 0) as a funtion of time for
Co/CoO nanowires under 3mT after saturation at 5T. (b)
Temperature dependene of the magnetization relaxation
time for oxidized Co/CoO nanowires extrated from the ex-
pression M(t) = Mc + M0 exp (−t/τ )
β
with β = 0.4 kept
xed throughout. () magneti visosity S(T ), as a funtion
of the temperature, extrated from the expression M(t) =
M0 − S(T ) ln (t− t0).
is equivalent to the inverse of a distribution funtion
f(△Em) (with

∞
0
f(△Em)d△Em = 1) whose form an
be either a at distribution (f(△Em) = 1/W between
two extrema separated byW ) or a Gaussian-like distribu-
tion around a mean ativated energy kBT
∗
: f(△Em) =
A exp((−kB(T ∗ − T )/W )2) with A = (1/
√
πW )(T ∗/T ).
The best agreement is found for the latter model with
T ∗ = 83 ± 1 K and a width W = 35 ± 2 K as shown
in Fig. 5. From the absolute values of the visosity
S(T ), normalised by the volume fration of CoO present
in the nanowire (assuming a 1.5 nm shell thikness), we
nd that the spontaneous magnetization of the CoO shell
is MS = 15.2 ± 0.1 emu/m3, a value muh lower than
the theoretial value (224 emu/m3). It implies that the
volume fration whih is ative represents only 7% of
the total volume of CoO in the materials. A similar re-
sult trend was found in the ase of granular CoO layers
[37℄ or powders [38℄. Equating the obtained mean ati-
vated energies kBT
∗
for both ompounds with the usual
expression for the energy barrier (△E = KV ) and as-
suming that the uniaxial anisotropy is K = 5×105 J/m3
[17, 40℄ leads to ative volumes of the CoO grains whih
are in the range of 1.6− 2.4 nm3.
To summarize, below TN , the AFM moment utua-
tions of the CoO freeze progressively as the temperature
is dereased [39℄; leading to a low temperature rise of the
relaxation time and a maximum of visosity below TEB.
Interestingly, we note that the stati part of the mag-
netization, MC , is temperature dependent with a sharp
derease below 60 K. This ould be explained by the pin-
ning of the FM moments from the metalli ore in ontat
with the AFM grains. The physial origin of the super-
paramagnetism ould be attributed to a small fration
(7% as found from the experiment) of unompensated
spins at the FM/AFM interfae [20, 41, 42, 43, 44℄.
IV. DISCUSSION
The previous measurements give the following insight
into the way the exhange bias mehanism sets in our
nanowires system. We have unambiguously shown that
the bloking temperature where the exhange bias ap-
pears (TEB ≈ 100 K) is well below the ordering temper-
ature of the AFM CoO shell (TN ∼ 220 K). This an
be aounted for by the fat that the CoO shell is om-
posed of small grains whih are subjet to strong super-
paramagneti utuations down to rather low tempera-
tures.
We propose the following desription of the magneti
properties of our systems as a funtion of the tempera-
ture (see Fig. 6). Above the Néel temperature the o-
erivity of the wires inreases with dereasing tempera-
tures beause of the inrease of the magneto-rystalline
anisotropy of the Co. Below the Néel temperature TN ,
a magneti oupling takes plae between the CoO grains
and the Co ore of the wires, even though all the CoO
grains are still in a super-paramagneti state. In all re-
ported systems suh as spherial partiles or thin lms,
this leads to an inrease of the oerivity by reating new
loss mehanisms. On the ontrary, in our wires, we ob-
serve a signiant drop of the oerivity, by up to 0.25 T,
when the temperature is dereased. The detailed meha-
nism of this oerivity drop is disussed in the next se-
tion. The oerivity drop is larger with dereasing tem-
perature beause: (i) the AFM moment inreases when
the temperature dereases (see Fig. 3b), (ii) the AFM
super-paramagneti utuations slow down (see Fig. 5b)
whih enhanes the AFM-FM oupling. Eventually, at a
temperature TEB, the largest CoO partiles are bloked
and this gives rise to a nite exhange bias eld HEB.
6Figure 6: Senario of the magnetization and relaxation pro-
esses in oxidized nanowires. We distinguish 3 regimes: (1)
below the bloking temperature T < TEB, the CoO parti-
les are bloked and a nite exhange bias eld appears; (2)
between the bloking temperature and the Néel temperature
TEB < T < TN , the CoO partiles are antiferromagnetially
ordered but are subjet to superparamagneti utuations;
(3) above the Néel temperature TN , the CoO shell is not mag-
netially ordered and there is no eetive interation between
the FM wire ore and the AFM shell.
Below the temperature TEB, more and more CoO parti-
les get bloked so that the exhange bias eld inreases
when the temperature is further dereased. Note that
the bloked CoO partile do not ontribute anymore to
the drop of oerive eld but only to the exhange eld.
Thus below TEB, the oerivity follows the same slope as
the non oxidized wires (see Fig. 4b).
The interations between the AFM shell and the FM
ore diretly reets in the magneti visosity tempera-
ture dependene. The magneti visosity appears as soon
as TN is reahed. As the temperature is dereased, and
the AFM utuations slow down, the visosity inreases.
Eventually, below TEB, as more and more CoO parti-
les get bloked they do not ontribute anymore to the
visosity. At very low temperatures where all the CoO
partiles are bloked, the visosity beomes very small.
We underline that this senario is very dierent from
the usual observations in exhange bias systems. Experi-
mental reports together with modelling [30, 45℄ show that
when the temperature is dereased, the oerive eld Hc
inreases to reah a maximum at TEB and then Hc de-
reases again when the temperature is further dereased.
In our system, beause of the spei 1D geometry, a
minimum of oerivity is observed at TEB. This is dis-
ussed in the following setion.
Figure 7: Typial mesh used for the miromagneti alula-
tions in presene of one hemisphere plaed at the edge of the
wire.
V. MODELLING
As desribed above, the magneti behavior of the
nanowires is strongly inuened by the oxide shell sur-
rounding them. In order to qualitatively understand
the role of the interations between a magneti Co wire
and its CoO shell, we performed simulations with the
Nmag miromagneti modelling pakage [46℄. The stud-
ied model objet is a 100 nm long, 10 nm diameter ylin-
drial wire whih is representative of the experimental
objets. The magneti parameters used orrespond to
typial values for hp obalt epitaxial thin lms [47℄,
saturation magnetization MS = 1400 kA.m
−1
, exhange
onstant A = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m. The magnetorystalline
anisotropy is negleted. The distane between two nodes
of the mesh was taken four times smaller than the ex-
hange length ℓex =
√
2A/µ0M2S ≈ 9.8 nm (see Fig. 7).
As stated above, the key ingredients are the nanome-
ter size CoO partiles whih ompose the shell around
the wire. For the simulations, we onsider 3 dierent
regimes: (i) below the bloking temperature T < TEB,
the CoO partiles are bloked and a nite exhange bias
eld appears; (ii) between the bloking temperature and
the Néel temperature TEB < T < TN , the CoO parti-
les are antiferromagnetially ordered but are subjet to
superparamagneti utuations; (iii) above TN , the CoO
shell is not magnetially ordered and there is no eetive
interation between the wire ore and the shell.
In the high temperature regime T > TN , the simu-
lation is straightforward and lead to a oerive eld of
471 mT when the eld is aligned along the wire axis. Of
ourse, in the ase of randomly aligned wires with respet
to the eld, the oerive eld due to the shape anisotropy
is redued by a few tens of mT due to the misalignement
of the eld with the wires. When the temperature is de-
reased from room temperature to ∼ 200 K, the oerive
eld inreases as expeted from the magneto-rystalline
anisotropy linear temperature dependane of Co between
200 and 300 K [29℄ (Kmc ≈ 5 × 105 J/m3 at 300 K and
≈ 6.5× 105 J/m3 at 200 K).
In the low temperature regime, T < TEB , we onsider
that the wire is oated with small partiles, whose mag-
7Figure 8: µ0HEB and µ0HC measured on the hysteresis yle
alulated along the wire axis in presene of more and more
bloked partiles around the wire. S is the total surfae in
ontat between the bloked partiles and the wire. The par-
tiles are homogeneously plaed along the wire as shown in
the inset.
neti moments are bloked along the x diretion. These
partiles are modelled as half hemispheres (see Fig. 7)
and orrespond to the bloked CoO partiles. When the
temperature dereases the number of bloked AF parti-
les inreases. Thus, in the simulations, we onsidered
a wire oated with an inreasing number of suh small
bloked partiles with a diameter of 4 nm (see Fig. 8
inset). Fig. 8 presents the evolution of the exhange
bias eld HEB as a funtion of the total biased sur-
fae S around the wire. The total surfae of the wire
is 3100 nm2. One an observe that a few pinning points
whih represent only a small fration of the wire sur-
fae ( 7%) are suient to indue large exhange bias
elds (∼ 0.2 T), whih are of the same order of mag-
nitude as what is experimentally observed. Note how-
ever, that the exhange at the interfae was taken as
AFM−AFM = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m whih overestimates the
eieny of the exhange bias eld. Note also that the
emergene of bloked grains barely aets the oerive
eld. The oerive eld is redued from 470 mT without
bias to 370 mT with 7% of biased surfae. This qualita-
tively explains why at low temperatures, when most of
the AF grains are bloked, the oerive eld is not fully
reovered in the oxidized wires ompared to the non oxi-
dized wires (see Fig. 4b). It suggests that the CoO grains
at as nuleation points whih promote the reversal of the
wires and redue the oerivity.
In the intermediate regime, TEB < T < TN , the situa-
tion is more omplex. The relaxation measurements have
shown that the CoO grains in the shell have a broad size
distribution range so that there is also a broad distribu-
tion of the AFM utuation frequenies. It is presently
impossible or at least very diult to takle numerially
suh a omplex problem in the dynami regime. Nev-
ertheless, in this intermediate regime, we think that is
is possible to give some insight of the role of utuat-
ing magneti grains at the surfae of the wires provided
some approximations are made. The rst point to note
is that the harateristi reversal time of a 100 nm Co
wire is of 4 ns, as obtained from dynami miromagneti
simulations using a damping onstant α = 0.02.
In the theory of superparamagnetism, the relaxation
time τ is related to the energy barrier △E separating
two stable states of a magneti partile through the Ar-
rhenius expression: τ = τ0 exp (△E/kBT ). The energy
barrier is essentially driven by the uniaxial anisotropy
energy K and the volume V of the partiles: △E = KV
. The relaxation onstant τ0 is of the order of 10
−9
s. If
we thus onsider utuations of the AFM grains and use
an anisotropy onstant K = 5 × 105 J/m3 [17, 40℄, the
harateristi reversal time of 4 ns orresponds to a vol-
ume of the AFM partiles of the order of 10 nm3. Smaller
partiles will utuate muh faster than the reversal time
of the wire and their interation with the wire is likely to
average out to zero. Bigger partiles will utuate muh
slower and an be onsidered as stati during the wire
reversal. We thus make the assumption that the very
small CoO grains will not play a key role in this inter-
mediate regime while the bigger partiles will behave as
stati objets with respet to the wire reversal so that
stati miromagneti alulations may provide realisti
aount of the interations between the Co wire and the
CoO grains. The seond assumption we are making is
that the CoO grains behave mostly as nuleation points
for the magneti reversal of the wires. In order to model
the CoO grains as nuleation points, we modelled them
as small ferromagneti grains with their magnetization
free to rotate oupled to the Co wire with an exhange
onstant A = 1.2× 10−11 J/m. The CoO grains are thus
represented as semi-hemispheres around the Co wire (see
Fig. 7).
We rst assessed the role of the position of these nu-
leation points along the Co wire (see Fig. 9a). The
alulation was performed with hemispheres of volume
17 nm3 (2 nm radius), the surfae S in ontat with the
ferromagneti wire thus being 12.5 nm2. We nd that
the addition of suh an hemisphere at the surfae of the
wire an indue a signiant drop δHc in the oerive
eld (∼ 40 mT) when it is plaed lose to the wire tip
(δHc represents the dierene of oerive eld between
the value obtained from the isolated wire (471 mT) and
the value obtained from the wire surrounded by parti-
les). On the other hand, suh nuleation points plaed
in the middle of the wire do not indue any drop in the
oerive eld. The oerive drop an be almost doubled
to (∼ 70 mT) by simply putting a seond symmetrial
nuleation point. The sensitivity to the nuleation point
position an be explained by the distribution of the de-
magnetizing eld whih is loalized near the tips of the
wire and is lose to zero in the rest of the wire [48℄. In
the presene of an hemisphere loated lose to the tips
of the wire, the demagnetizing eld interats with the
nuleation point. This promotes an easier magnetization
reversal and thus a smaller oerive eld. It is thus likely
that it is mostly the CoO partiles loated near the tips
8Figure 9: (a) Drop of the oerivity (δHc =
Hc(isolatedwire) − Hc(wire + particles)) in presene
of one (triangles) or two (squares) symmetrial hemispheres
of 2 nm radius at dierent positions along the lateral surfae
of the wire. (b) Drop of the oerivity (δHc) in presene of
one (squares) or two partiles (triangles) of dierents sizes
at the tip of the wire. δHc is proportionnal to the surfae in
ontat between the partiles and the wire. Lines are guided
for the eyes.
of the wires whih are responsible for the oerivity drop
observed in our systems.
We also investigated the eet of the nuleation point
volume or ontat surfae. Nuleation points of inreas-
ing ontat surfaes with the Co wire were onsidered
(from 3 to 28 nm2). Fig. 9b represents the drop in o-
erivity as a funtion of the ontat surfae. It varies
quasi-linearly from 12 to 60 mT for surfaes S varying
from 3 to 30 nm2. The oerivity drop an be doubled
if two partiles are plaed symmetrialy at the end of
the wire. These alulated drops are of the same order
of magnitude as the ones experimentally observed. In
the same way as before, large grains plaed far from the
wires tips do not have any inuene on the oerive eld.
Contrary to the ase of AFM grains at the surfae of a
thin lm, where an inrease of the oerive eld is usu-
ally observed near the bloking temperature [49, 50℄, we
observe a drop of oerivity in our nanowires when the
AFM grains interat with the wire. This is due to the 1D
geometry whih is very sensitive to the AFM grains whih
Figure 10: Typial hyteresis yles alulated in the three
temperature regimes. Solid line: µ0Hc = 471 mT , long
dashed line: µ0Hc = 360 mT , short dashed line: µ0Hc = 365
mT and µ0HEB = 145 mT.
behave as nuleation points promoting a magnetization
reversal ontrary to the ase of thin lms, where AFM
grains usually behave as pinning enters whih drag the
magnetization.
Fig. 10 presents three typial hysteresis in the three
dierent temperature regimes, for a magneti eld ap-
plied along the wire. The solid line yle orresponds
to an isolated wire having no interation with the CoO
partiles (µ0Hc ≈ 471 mT). The long dash yle or-
responds to a wire oated with nuleation points (2nm
radius hemispheres) overing 7% of the wire surfae. The
oerive eld is redued to 360 mT. The short dash y-
le orresponds to a wire oated with pinning points (2
nm radius hemispheres) overing 7% of the wire surfae.
The oerive eld is still redued to 360 mT and a nite
exhange bias eld appears µ0HEB ≈ 145 mT.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a study of the exhange bias phe-
nomenon in Co/CoO nanowires. We have shown that the
AF ordering temperature of CoO oxidation shell is rather
high (TN ∼ 230 K). The exhange bias eld reahes
values of the order of 0.2 T at low temperatures. We
show that a minimum of oerivity is observed around
the bloking temperature TEB ∼ 100 K whih is unam-
biguously related to the exhange bias mehanism. Mag-
netization relaxation measurements show that this eet
nds its origin in the superparamagneti utuations of
the oxidized AFM CoO layer. This proves that the ex-
hange bias mehanism sets in well above TEB. Suh a
dramati eet on the oerivity properties was not ob-
served in previous studies beause 0D systems (spheres)
[17, 19, 26℄ and 2D systems (thin lms) [8, 10, 45, 51, 52℄
have a high degree of symmetry and low oerivities.
On the other hand, in the 1D geometry of nanowires
9the oerivity is dominated by shape anisotropy eets.
We suggest that the large drop of oerivity is due to
bloked AFM partiles whih at as nuleation points and
promote the magnetization reversal of the wires. This
onlusion is supported by miromagneti simulations in
whih we an qualitatively reprodue several of the fea-
tures of the experimental measurements. This study un-
derlines the importane of the AFM super-paramagneti
utuations in the exhange bias mehanism.
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